[1] We consider the true polar wander (rotational variations driven by mass redistribution) of tidally deformed planetary bodies. The rotation pole of bodies without tidal deformation is stabilized by the component of the rotational bulge which retains a memory for prior rotational states, that is, a remnant rotational bulge. For planetary bodies with tidal deformation, the additional stabilizing effect of a remnant tidal bulge results in less permissive excursions of the rotation pole. The magnitude of the load driving reorientation is parameterized by Q, the ratio between the degree-2 gravitational potential of the load and the remnant rotational bulge. Reorientation is favored if the initial load longitude is close to 90°, that is, close to the center of the leading or trailing hemisphere. As an illustration of the new theory, we consider reorientation driven by internal loading on Saturn's moon Enceladus. Small loads (jQj % 1) are inconsistent with significant reorientation because of the small present-day angular separation between the load and the rotation axis. Larger loads (jQj % 2) permit reorientations approaching 90°. Large reorientation scenarios are consistent with the present-day equatorial location of a geologically inferred ancient polar terrain.
Introduction
[2] External torques acting on the rotational bulge of a planetary body may cause motions of the rotation axis, such as the lunisolar precession of the Earth's rotation axis. Evans [1866] noted that even in the absence of external torques, reorientation of the rotation axis may occur, as viewed by an observer on the surface of the body, due to mass redistribution. For a rigid spinning body, the lowest kinetic energy state for a given angular momentum corresponds to rotation around the principal axis of inertia with the largest moment, hereafter referred to as the maximum principal axis. Hence it is generally assumed that internal energy dissipation will ultimately drive planetary bodies to this state. Mass redistribution leads to reorientation to a new principal axis rotational state, while the angular momentum vector remains fixed in space. This type of reorientation of the rotation axis is commonly referred to as true polar wander (TPW) to distinguish it from apparent polar wander (APW), which refers to the reorientation of the rotation axis relative to the surface due to plate tectonics. On Earth, observations of star positions taken over the last century indicate TPW at a rate of $1°/Myr [Argus and Gross, 2004] . The time averaged magnetic pole position can be used to infer the secular TPW history. These studies suggest $30°of TPW over the last 200 Myr [Besse and Courtillot, 2002] , and a $90°TPW event during the Cambrian period [Kirschvink et al., 1997] .
[3] We will focus on rotational variations due to TPW. Hereafter, we will describe these variations in a reference frame fixed to the rotating body; hence we will refer to the reorientation of the rotation axis, rather than the reorientation of the body. Evans [1866] described how a mass deficit would ''pull'' the rotation axis, while a mass excess would ''push'' the rotation axis using dynamical arguments. Motivated by this study, Darwin [1877] found mathematical TPW solutions by solving the equations for angular momentum conservation, commonly referred to as Euler's equations. Gold [1955] argued that while the rotational bulge stabilizes the rotation axis temporarily, its orientation is ultimately determined by those contributions to the inertia tensor which are not associated with rotation since the rotational bulge eventually adjusts to any reorientation of the rotation axis. Goldreich and Toomre [1969] demonstrated that if mass redistribution occurs slowly (over time scales that are longer than the slowest of the nutations experienced), the solid angle between the rotation axis and the maximum principal axis is an adiabatic invariant. It then follows that once the planet achieves maximum principal axis rotation, it will continue in this configuration and thus mass redistribution drives TPW as the principal axis of inertia migrates. The final rotation axis orientation (after realignment of the hydrostatic figure) can be found by diagonalizing the non-hydrostatic inertia tensor. This approach has been used to study the long-term rotational stability of planets [e.g., Melosh, 1980; Steinberger and O'Connell, 1997; Zuber and Smith, 1997; Bills and James, 1999; Sprenke et al., 2005] . Alternatively, given the timedependent mass redistribution, it is possible to find TPW solutions by explicitly solving the angular momentum conservation equation [e.g., Spada et al., 1992 Spada et al., , 1996 Ricard et al., 1993; Richards et al., 1997 Richards et al., , 1999 Steinberger and O'Connell, 1997; Greff-Lefftz, 2004] .
[4] Evans [1866] had noted that the presence of an elastic lithosphere may stabilize the rotation axis since it establishes a memory of prior rotation pole locations, that is, a remnant rotational bulge. Willemann [1984] revisited this issue and found TPW solutions by diagonalizing the inertia tensor associated with the TPW-driving load and the remnant rotational bulge. We will extend the analysis of Willemann [1984] by quantifying the long-term TPW of a satellite with remnant rotational and tidal bulges. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on inertia tensor perturbations associated with the effect of mass loads and the deformation driven by changes in the centrifugal and tidal potentials. Section 3 outlines TPW solutions obtained by diagonalizing the inertia tensor. Sections 4 and 5 consider the implications of the new results for estimates of the reorientation of Saturn's moon Enceladus. Finally, section 6 summarizes the main results and discusses some of their consequences.
Inertia Tensor Perturbations
[5] We assume that the unperturbed, non-rotating planet is spherically symmetric with density r 0 (r). The inertia tensor of the unperturbed planet is given by
where d ij is the Kronecker delta and a is the mean radius. We expand the density perturbations, dr, responsible for changes in the inertia tensor in terms of spherical harmonic basis functions, Y 'm , as
where r 'm are the spherical harmonic coefficients, q denotes colatitude, and f denotes longitude measured eastward from the x axis. We adopt the normalization
where S denotes the complete solid angle and y represents the complex conjugate. The inertia tensor perturbations are given by
where V is the total volume of the planet.
[6] We will consider the special case of density perturbations with azimuthal symmetry. We denote the spherical harmonic coefficients for the density perturbation, if its symmetry axis is at the north pole, as r '0 0 . We can use the addition theorem for spherical harmonics to write the coefficients for the case where the symmetry axis is at an arbitrary location with spherical coordinates (q, f) as
Using equations (2) -(5) yields, after some algebra, the following expressions for the associated inertia tensor perturbations:
where
and e i = (sinq cosf, sinq sinf, cosq) is a unit vector aligned with the symmetry axis of the density perturbations.
[7] It is useful to rewrite equation (6) as a function of the gravitational potential associated with the density perturbation. The gravitational potential external to the planet due to a density perturbation, dr, can be expanded in spherical harmonic as
where G is the gravitational constant, G 'm are dimensionless spherical harmonic coefficients, and M is the total mass of the planet. The potential coefficients, G 'm , are related to the density coefficients, r 'm , by
with suitable normalization [Kaula, 1968, p. 67] . Note that G 00 drops out if the total mass of the planet is conserved. Replacing equation (8) with ' = 2 and m = 0 in equation (6) yields
where G 20 0 is the degree-2 and order-0 potential coefficient for the symmetry axis at the north pole. Equation (9) allows us to obtain expressions for the inertia tensor perturbations associated with any axisymmetric potential perturbation.
[8] We have shown that the inertia tensor of an axisymmetric mass load is uniquely defined by the degree-0, and the degree-2 and order-0 coefficients due to the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics. It can be shown, using the same orthogonality conditions, that the inertia tensor of any complicated geophysical mass anomaly is uniquely defined by the degree-0 and degree-2 harmonic coefficients.
Load Contributions
[9] As we discussed in the introduction, mass redistribution is the driving force for TPW. We denote the dimensionless gravitational potential coefficient associated with an axisymmetric load, if centered on the north pole, as G 'm L0 . Using equation (9), the inertia tensor perturbations associated with this load, if its symmetry axis is at an arbitrary position with spherical coordinates (q L , f L ), can be written as
where I 00 L is a spherically symmetric perturbation associated with a purely radial perturbation, and
is a unit vector aligned with the symmetry axis of the load.
Rotational Deformation
[10] We denote the spherical harmonic coefficients for the centrifugal potential, if the rotation pole is at the north pole, as G 'm R 0 . Using our normalization for the spherical harmonics, these spherical harmonic coefficients are
and
where W is the angular velocity of the planet. The potential coefficients associated with the long-term response driven by the centrifugal potential can be written as
where k ' T is the degree-' tidal Love number [Love, 1911] . This dimensionless number describes the response to tidal forcings and depends on the body's interior structure and rheology. Since we are interested in the long-term inertia tensor perturbations, we use the secular (or fluid limit) Love number. That is, we implicitly assume that all viscous stresses have relaxed by using the secular Love number. Using equations (9), (12), and (13), the inertia tensor perturbation associated with the rotational deformation for a rotation pole at an arbitrary location with spherical coordinates (q R , f R ), is given by
In the last equation, I 00 RD is a spherically symmetric perturbation associated with the planetary response to the radially directed component of the centrifugal force, and e i W = (sinq R cosf R , sinq R sinf R , cosq R ) is a unit vector aligned with the rotation pole.
[11] The initial rotational figure is established early, when there is no lithosphere; hence we assume that the initial figure is hydrostatic [Willemann, 1984] . This is a valid assumption for most planetary bodies; however, it may not be valid for tidally deformed satellites if significant tidal evolution of the orbit (which causes rotation rate variations) occurs. As the planet cools and the lithosphere forms, it may preserve a record of its initial (before reorientation) rotation pole, with spherical coordinates (q R *, f R *), in the form of a remnant rotational bulge. The rotation pole is stabilized due to the presence of this remnant rotational bulge since the lithosphere is strained from its equilibrium figure when the rotation pole moves. The inertia tensor perturbation associated with rotational deformation can be written as
where we use equation (14), k 2 T * and k 2 T are the degree-2 secular tidal Love numbers for the planet without and with a lithosphere, respectively, and e i W * = (sinq R * cosf R *, sinq R * sinf R *, cosq R *) and e i W are unit vectors aligned with the initial and final rotation poles, respectively. We ignore angular velocity variations and we assume that there is no reorientation during the formation of the lithosphere in equation (15). The second term on the right hand side of equation (15) is the perturbation associated with the initial hydrostatic figure, while the third term is the perturbation associated with the planetary response to the change in the centrifugal potential. It will be useful to rewrite equation (15) as
where we can identify the second term on the right hand side of equation (16) as the remnant rotational bulge. Consider the case of a planet in which a lithosphere does not form. In this case, k 2 T * = k 2 T and equations (15) and (16) simplify to equation (14), as would be expected.
Tidal Deformation
[12] We denote the spherical harmonic coefficients for the tidal potential, if the tidal axis is aligned with the z axis of our reference frame, as G 'm T0 . The potential coefficients associated with the long-term tidal deformational of the planet are given by
Since we are interested in the long-term inertia tensor perturbation, we assume that the planet has been driven to synchronous rotation. In this case the tidal potential has the same form as the centrifugal potential, but with a different axis of symmetry and magnitude [Murray and Dermott, 1999, section 4.7] :
Using equations (9), (17), and (18), the inertia tensor perturbation associated with tidal deformation for a tidal axis at an arbitrary location with spherical coordinates (q T , f T ) is given by
In this expression, I 00 TD is a spherically symmetric perturbation associated with the planetary response to the radially directed component of the tidal force, and e i T = (sinq T cosf T , sinq T sinf T , cosq T ) is a unit vector aligned with the tidal axis. Once again, the initial figure of the planet associated with tidal deformation is hydrostatic, and the formation of a lithosphere as the planet cools results in a remnant tidal bulge. The inertia tensor perturbation associated with tidal deformation can be written as
where we use equation (19), and e i T * and e i T are unit vectors aligned with the initial and final tidal axes, respectively. The second term on the right-hand side of equation (20) is the initial hydrostatic perturbation, and the third term is the perturbation associated with the planetary response to the change in the tidal potential. We rewrite equation (20) as
where we can identify the second term on the right-hand side as the remnant tidal bulge. Once again, if we consider the special case of a hydrostatic planet, then k 2 T * = k 2 T and equations (20) and (21) simplify to equation (19), as would be expected.
Total Inertia Tensor Perturbations
[13] We denote the total inertia tensor including perturbations due to an axisymmetric load, and rotational and tidal deformation as
. Using equations (10), (16), and (21) yields
and we define the dimensionless numbers
The parameter Q, first introduced by Willemann [1984] and given by the ratio of the degree-2 gravitational potential perturbation of the load and the remnant rotational bulge, is a useful normalization for the load size. This parameter is positive/negative for a mass excess/deficit with our sign convention for the gravitational potential (equation (8)) since k 2 T * À k 2 T (and thus m* À m) is always positive.
TPW Solutions From Diagonalization of the Inertia Tensor
[14] Tidal torques eventually drive planetary bodies to synchronous rotation, in which the minimum principal axis is aligned with the tidal axis. Hence the lowest kinetic energy state for planetary bodies with tidal deformation corresponds to synchronous rotation, with the minimum and maximum principal axes aligned with the tidal and rotation axes, respectively. We assume that the planet ultimately reaches this minimum energy state, and thus we find the orientation of the rotation and tidal axes by diagonalizing the inertia tensor.
[15] For planets without lithospheres, TPW solutions can be found by diagonalizing the non-hydrostatic inertia tensor since the hydrostatic contribution ultimately adjusts to any new rotation axis orientation [Gold, 1955] . However, the splitting of the inertia tensor into hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic components is not useful for planets with lithospheres since the lithospheric portion of the planet may not behave like a fluid over the time scales associated with the TPW-driving mass redistribution. In this case, the remnant rotational and tidal bulges provide inertia tensor contributions, in addition to the load contributions, which cannot adjust to a new rotation axis orientation. The rotation pole can be found by diagonalizing the component of the inertia tensor perturbation which does not follow the rotation and tidal axes, and we will refer to this contribution as the nonequilibrium inertia tensor.
[16] We use equation (22) to write the non-equilibrium (hence the superscript ''NE'') inertia tensor as
where we ignore the terms associated with the final centrifugal and tidal potentials. The three terms inside the square bracket of equation (27) are associated with the load, the remnant rotational bulge, and the remnant tidal bulge, respectively. We also ignore the spherically symmetric term, Id ij , in equation (22) since this term will have no effect on the orientation and ordering of the principal axes, and thus it will not impact the reorientation of the planet.
Reference Frame Aligned With the Initial Rotation and Tidal Axes
[17] Let us consider the TPW solutions in a reference frame aligned with the initial rotation and tidal axes. We choose a reference frame where the tidal and rotation axes are directed along the x and z axes, respectively. The unit vectors associated with the initial rotation pole, the initial tidal axis, and the symmetry axis of the load are given by e i W * = (0, 0, 1), e i T * = (1, 0, 0), and
, respectively, where (q L , f L ) are the spherical coordinates for the load. Replacing these unit vectors in the non-equilibrium inertia tensor (equation (27)) yields
[18] For a given load size, Q, and initial load location, given by q L and f L , we can find the maximum principal axis orientation by diagonalizing the non-equilibrium inertia tensor using equation (28). The maximum principal axis must coincide with the final rotation axis if the planetary body has achieved the minimum energy state of principal axis rotation. Diagonalizing the inertia tensor yields two possible TPW solutions since choosing the antipole of a given rotation pole solution yields the same solution. The smaller reorientation angle is physically more meaningful since it requires less work.
Reference Frame Aligned With the Final Rotation and Tidal Axes
[19] In many cases the initial load location is unknown but the final location (i.e., the present-day location) is known. Hence we will consider TPW solutions in a reference frame aligned with the final rotation and tidal axes. We assume that the planet has achieved the minimum energy state of principal axis rotation and thus the non-equilibrium inertia tensor must be diagonal. We choose a reference frame where the minimum, intermediate, and maximum principal axes are directed along the x, y, and z axes, respectively. We denote the spherical coordinates for the load, the initial rotation axis, and the initial tidal axis as (q L f , f L f ), (q R , f R ) and (q T , f T ), respectively, as shown in Figure 1a . The unit vectors representing the load, the initial rotation axis, and the initial tidal axis are given by
[20] The initial tidal and rotation axes must be perpendicular to each other. Hence
Replacing equations (29) -(31) in equation (27) and setting the off-diagonal components of the non-equilibrium inertia tensor to zero yields 
Equations (32) - (35) correspond to four equations for the four unknowns q R , f R , q T , and f T if we specify the load size, Q, and its final location, q L f and f L f . Note that the amount of TPW is given by q R (Figure 1a ). Once again, diagonalizing the inertia tensor leads to two possible TPW solutions and the solution with the smaller reorientation angle is physically more meaningful since it requires less work.
[21] For a given solution we must verify that I 33 NE and I 11 NE correspond to the maximum and minimum principal axes, respectively. Replacing equations (29) - (31) 
respectively.
[22] Using equations (32), (34), and (35) yields, after some algebra,
Comparison of equation (39) (34)] shows that the effect of tidal deformation may be quantified as a reduction of the TPW driving load size by a factor of cos(f R À f L f )/(1 + 3cos 2 q T / sin 2 q R ). Equation (40) illustrates that moving the load further away from the longitude of the tidal axis (i.e., increasing f L f À f T ) promotes reorientation.
[23] It is useful to consider some simplifying cases. If reorientation occurs along the meridian passing through the tidal axis (Figure 1b) 
, all the terms in equations (33), (35), and (40) vanish, and equations (34) and (39) become
On the other hand, if reorientation occurs along the meridian perpendicular to the tidal axis (Figure 1c) ,
, all the terms in equations (33) and (34) vanish, and equations (35), (39) and (40) become
Equations (41) and (42) illustrate that reorientation is more easily accomplished if it occurs around the meridian perpendicular to the tidal axis, as would be expected, since the remnant tidal bulge remains fixed in this case. Note that we have assumed a positive load which drives TPW by pushing the rotation axis away (Figures 1b and 1c) . It can be shown, using similar physical and geometric arguments, that equations (41) and (42) also hold for a negative load which pulls the rotation axis. The TPW solutions for the two specific cases considered above are consistent with the solutions given by equation (1) of Nimmo and Pappalardo [2006] .
Results
[24] Since we considered positive loads in the previous section and we will consider the specific case of TPW on Enceladus driven by an internal mass anomaly, we will focus on negative loads. It is instructive to consider load sizes, Q, ranging from À4 to À1 since the lower bound, jQj = 1, corresponds to a load with the same size as the remnant rotational bulge, and the upper bound, jQj = 4, corresponds to a load with the same size as the combination of the remnant rotational and tidal bulges. We adopt a reference frame aligned with the initial (before reorientation) rotation and tidal axes. Given the load size and the spherical coordinates for its initial location, q L and f L , we can diagonalize the non-equilibrium inertia tensor using equation (28) to find the maximum principal axis, which is assumed to be aligned with the final rotation axis if the planet has achieved the minimum energy state of principal axis rotation.
[25] Figure 2 shows the location of the final rotation axis for a load with Q = À2 at different initial locations. The final rotation axis orientation is governed by a balance between the load-induced pull to the rotation axis and stabilization by the remnant tidal and rotational bulges. Stabilization by the remnant rotational bulge is independent of the load longitude since the remnant rotational bulge is axially symmetric around the z axis and reorientation occurs along meridians. In contrast, stabilization by the remnant tidal bulge depends on the initial load longitude since the remnant tidal bulge is not axially symmetric around the z axis. Stabilization by the remnant tidal bulge is maximum for f L = 0° (Figures 2a, 2e , and 2i) and zero for f L = 90° (  Figures 2d, 2h, and 2l) . Hence reorientation is more easily accomplished around the tidal axis (f L = 90°, Figures 2d,  2h , and 2l), as would be expected. Unlike the case for reorientation of planetary bodies without tidal deformation [e.g., Willemann, 1984; Matsuyama et al., 2006] , reorientation does not generally occur along the great circle connecting the load with the initial rotation axis; rather, it occurs near the meridian perpendicular to the tidal axis due to the dominance of the remnant tidal bulge.
[26] Figure 3 shows the TPW angle and the final angular separation between the load and the rotation axis as a function of the initial angular separation for different load sizes Q, and initial load longitudes, f L . For a given initial angular separation, the smallest TPW angles corresponds to f L = 0°in all cases because both the rotational and tidal remnant bulges fully contribute to the stabilization of the rotation axis in this case. Since jQj = 4 corresponds to a load with the same size as the combination of these remnant bulges (the remnant tidal bulge is larger than the remnant rotational bulge by a factor of 3 (equation (18))), the TPW angle is half the initial angular separation for Q = À4 and f L = 0° (Figure 3a) . Equivalently, the final angular separation between the load and the rotation axis is half the initial angular separation in this case (Figure 3d ). As the longitude of the load increases, the stabilizing effect of the tidal remnant bulge diminishes, the TPW angle increases (Figure 3 , top panels), and the final angular separation decreases (Figure 3 , bottom panels). Once again, reorientation around the tidal axis (f L = 90°) permits larger excursions of the rotation pole. For a given initial load position, the TPW angle increases, and the final angular separation decreases for negatively larger loads, as would be expected (compare left, middle, and right panels of Figure 3 ). For Q = À4, the final angular distance between the load and the rotation axis is 7°if f L = 90°, 14°if f L ! 60°, and 26°if f L ! 30°, for any initial angular distance (Figure 3d ). For Q = À2, the final angular distance between the load and the rotation axis is 15°if f L = 90°, and 25°if f L ! 60°, for any initial angular separation (Figure 3e) .
[27] It is useful to consider the case for Q = À1 and reorientation around the tidal axis (f L = 90°). In this case, the remnant tidal bulge does not contribute to the stabilization of the rotation axis and the final rotation axis orientation is governed by a balance between the loadinduced pull and stabilization by the remnant rotational bulge alone. Since jQj = 1 corresponds to a load with the same size as the remnant rotational bulge, the TPW angle Figure 2 . Reorientation of a tidally deformed planetary body driven by an internal load (filled circle) with Q = À2 at different initial load locations (given by its spherical coordinates q L and f L , as labeled). Grid lines indicate latitude and longitude in 30°increments. The reference frame is aligned with the initial (before reorientation) rotation and tidal axes. The initial north pole, south pole, and tidal axis are labeled with the letters N, S, and T, respectively, and the final (after reorientation) south pole is labeled with the letter S 0 . The arrow indicates the direction of reorientation. Since the load is in the southern hemisphere (q L > 90°), the angular distance between the load and the rotation axis is given by 180°À q L . The load longitude, f L , is measured eastward from the initial tidal axis, as labeled.
is half the initial angular separation between the load and the rotation axis (Figure 3c ), or equivalently, the final angular separation is half the initial angular separation (Figure 3f ). The final angular separation increases as the load longitude decreases from f L = 90°since the remnant tidal bulge provides additional stabilization of the rotation axis in this case. Hence, for Q = À1, the final angular separation is at least half the initial separation for any initial load location.
Application to Enceladus
[28] Having derived the general behavior of satellite reorientation, we will now examine the specific example of Enceladus. The Cassini spacecraft has identified active jets of icy particles and water vapor at the south pole of Enceladus , an area which is also characterized by recent tectonic deformation and high heat fluxes [Spencer et al., 2006] . The polar location of this hot spot may be explained by reorientation of Enceladus due to TPW [Nimmo and Pappalardo, 2006] . These authors considered the reorientation of Enceladus driven by a lowdensity internal load located at the most favorable location (90°away from the tidal axis; n = 1 in their equation (1)). Here we will extend their study by considering reorientation due to a load located at an arbitrary initial position.
[29] There are currently no observational constraints on the size of the load, though these may be determined in future from gravity measurements. Accordingly, we will consider loads with Q = À1, corresponding to a load with the same size as the remnant rotational bulge, and Q = À2, which is an upper bound based on Figure 2 of Nimmo and Pappalardo [2006] . Another important observational constraint is the present-day angular separation between the load and rotation axis. Inspection of the infra-red thermal anomaly [Spencer et al., 2006, Figure 2] suggests that the center of this thermal anomaly is no more than 8°distant from the rotation pole. In the absence of other information, we will simply assume that the thermal anomaly location serves as a proxy for the gravity anomaly.
[30] For a load with Q = À1 and a final angular separation of 8°, Figure 3f shows that the initial angular separation can be no more than 16°and the corresponding TPW less than 8° (Figure 3c) , irrespective of the longitude of the original load. Thus in this case significant TPW cannot have occurred. On the other hand, for a load with Q = À2, Figures 3b and 3e show that an initial angular separation of !81°is permitted, with a correspondingly large TPW (!73°), for an initial load longitude of 90°. Thus, if the load was sufficiently large, and originally optimally located for reorientation (that is, at the center of the leading or trailing hemispheres), then TPW approaching 90°can occur. Even larger loads (Figures 3a and 3d) permit similar results for a broader range of initial load longitudes.
[31] An example of the kind of reorientation which may have occurred on Enceladus, if the load is sufficiently large, is given in Figure 4 . A load originally located near the center of the leading/trailing hemisphere results in reorientation of 71°and results in the load at a distance of 9°from the rotation axis. On the basis of geological observations of equatorial features that resemble the polar ''tiger stripes'' tectonic features, it has been suggested [Helfenstein et al., 2006; P. Helfenstein et al., Patterns of tectonism and polar wander on Enceladus, submitted to Icarus, 2007; hereinafter referred to as Helfenstein et al., submitted manuscript, 2007] that Enceladus may have undergone more than one episode of reorientation. These older equatorial features are located at approximately 0°N, 80°E. Figure 4 shows a potential reorientation scenario which may explain the current location of these features. Assume that the ancient equatorial features began at the initial south pole (perhaps due to another TPW event). Now let a new load with Q = À2 develop near the leading hemisphere (q L = 91°, f L = 80°), as shown in Figure 4a . Reorientation will bring the rotation axis to within 6°of the new load, with the load ultimately positioned at 84°S, 10°E (q L f = 174°, f L f = 10°) in the final coordinate system aligned with the final rotation and tidal axes (Figure 4b ). Given these final coordinates, equations (32) -(35) can be used to calculate the coordinates for the initial rotation pole in the final reference frame. These coordinates are 2°N, 90°E (q R = 88°, f R = 90°), which are similar to the present-day observed location of the hypothesized ancient polar terrain (0°N, 80°E). Thus an initially polar region can be reoriented to an equatorial locality by the application of a sufficiently large load located near the center of the leading hemisphere.
[32] For the case of Enceladus, we may therefore draw the following conclusions. If the load is small (Q % À1), significant reorientation is ruled out because of the small present-day angular separation between the load and the rotation axis (Figures 3c and 3f) . On the other hand, a larger load (Q % À2) permits reorientations approaching 90° (  Figures 3b and 3d) . Larger reorientations are favored if the initial load longitude is close to 90°, that is, close to the center of the leading or trailing hemisphere. Finally, the TPW scenario shown in Figure 4 is also consistent with the present-day equatorial location of a hypothesized ancient polar terrain.
Discussion
[33] We have derived TPW solutions for tidally deformed planetary bodies by diagonalizing the component of inertia tensor perturbation which does not follow the rotation and tidal axes, which we referred to as the non-equilibrium inertia tensor (equation (27)). The rotation pole is stabilized by the remnant rotational and tidal bulges, and since the latter dominates the non-equilibrium inertia tensor, reorientation is more easily accomplished around the tidal axis. The TPW solutions with tidal deformation predict less permissive ranges of reorientation relative to the solutions which do not include this effect.
[34] We applied the new theory to consider the rotational stability of Enceladus in response to loading by an internal load. Small loads (jQj % 1) do not permit significant reorientation because of the small present-day angular separation between the load and the rotation axis. Larger Figure 4 . Reorientation of Enceladus driven by an internal load (filled circle) with Q = À2 in a reference frame aligned with the (a) initial (before reorientation) and (b) final (after reorientation) rotation and tidal axes. The initial north pole, south pole, and tidal axis are labeled with the letters N, S, and T, respectively. The final north pole, south pole, and tidal axis are labeled with the letters N 0 , S 0 , and T 0 , respectively. The arrow indicates the direction of reorientation. Grid lines indicate latitude and longitude in 30°increments. In the initial reference frame (Figure 4a ), the coordinates for the load (filled circle), the final south pole (S 0 ), and the final tidal axis (T 0 ) are 1°S, 80°E (q L = 91°, f L = 80°); 2°S, 86°E; and 0°N , 4°W, respectively. In the final reference frame (Figure 4b ), the coordinates for the load (filled circle), the initial south pole (S), the initial north pole, and the initial tidal axis (T) are 84°S, 10°E (q L f = 174°, f L f = 10°); 2°S, 90°W; 2°N, 90°E (q R = 88°, f R = 90°); and 4°S, 0°E (q T = 94°, f T = 0°), respectively. The reorientation angle is 88°, and the angular distance between the load and the final south pole is 6°. loads (jQj % 2) permit reorientations approaching 90°. The latter is favored if the initial load longitude is close to 90°or 270°, that is, close to the center of the leading or trailing hemisphere of the satellite. These regions experience more tidal heating in a thin shell than do the sub-and anti-Saturn points, though less than the polar regions [Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989a, Figure 1] . Furthermore, the present-day equatorial location of a hypothesized ancient polar terrain [Helfenstein et al., 2006; Helfenstein et al., submitted manuscript, 2007] is consistent with a $90°TPW event driven by a large load initially located near the center of the leading hemisphere.
[35] In this work we have assumed that the near-surface of the planetary body can maintain stresses over geological timescales, that is, there is a lithosphere resulting in remnant rotational and tidal bulges which oppose reorientation. Because most planetary bodies have cold, rigid surfaces, this assumption is likely appropriate; nonetheless, it is possible that lithospheric relaxation may be important. If the lithosphere behaves viscoelastically and the load is applied over time scales that are longer than the viscous relaxation time scale, the remnant rotational and tidal bulges will eventually adjust to any new rotation and tidal axes orientation. Hence the final rotation axis orientation is governed by the non-hydrostatic inertia tensor (which depends on the load alone). In this case, TPW driven by a negative load ultimately aligns the rotation axis with the load, while a positive load ultimately drives itself to the equator, irrespective of the initial load location.
[36] As a caveat, we note that reorientation without stabilization by remnant rotational and tidal bulges may occur, even in the presence of an elastic lithosphere, for satellites with a subsurface ocean. In this case, the interior may decouple from the lithospheric shell, enabling TPW of the (decoupled) interior driven by an internal load to proceed without stabilization by the remnant rotational and tidal bulges, and the rotation axis is ultimately aligned with the internal load. This may explain the close alignment between Enceladus' hot spot and the south pole; however, it cannot explain the geologically inferred ancient polar terrain [Helfenstein et al., 2006; Helfenstein et al., submitted manuscript, 2007] since the decoupled lithosphere remains fixed during reorientation of the interior. If Enceladus has a subsurface ocean, the observed tectonic pattern may be explained by reorientation of the floating shell due to variations in its thickness [Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989b] .
[37] Whether or not Enceladus has a subsurface ocean, given its observed shape [Thomas et al., 2007] , a large reorientation ($90°) of the lithosphere results in strains $10 À2 , large enough for ice failure and plastic flow to occur [Rist, 1997] . Hence reorientation is likely to produce global tectonic patterns on the lithosphere [Vening Meinesz, 1947; Melosh, 1980] . Stabilization by the remnant rotational and tidal bulges is expected to be smaller, but nonzero, for a broken lithosphere with a plastic rheology. Tectonic features in current or future Cassini images may provide constraints for the possible reorientation scenarios. Additionally, the gravitational signal of the load and the remnant rotational and tidal bulges may be detectable with Cassini.
